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ABSTRACT:
Solar power via heat or direct light to voltage have flaws that
are often misunderstood and overlooked. Creating ways to
make these more efficient is not only difficult, but can also
create other problems to solve in the process of energy
extraction from the sun. My goal was to identify some of these
in my previous projects in how I was ignorant to believe I had a
solution to a problem that was more complicated than I realize.

SOLAR POWER:
The sun gives off light energy by nuclear fission, converting
hydrogen into helium, releasing solar or electromagnetic
radiation. Heat and light are the forms of energy that is
released. The light energy that the earth receives, humans have

The top left image is of a polycrystalline cell and a monocrystalline cell which are used in solar panels. Mono crystalline cells are black while polycrystalline cells have shades of blue. There are more than just those two types of cells that use
light energy and produce an electrical current, but those are the two most efficient in doing so as well as most expensive.

developed methods of utilizing for more than just visibility or
farming. So far, two methods have been found to use this
energy in a more mechanical way or direct electrical way. First
is by heat, focusing the light from the sun with either a lens or
mirror towards an object or point so it can store or use the heat
energy it absorbs. Second is the monocrystalline and
polycrystalline cells that output a direct current whenever light
is hitting them on one side. Both methods struggle with the
distance from the equator causing inefficiency due less “direct”
sunlight because of the angle that the earth is. The first has
more difficulties in colder environments than the second, but
the second is fairly expensive. Solar cells of those types may
have two sides, but the direct current comes from one side
getting light as the other isn’t. The first design I had in mind on
these intended on using both sides and thus canceling itself out
producing no energy at all.

SOLAR HEAT:

The image below that is of solar panels using polycrystalline cells on a roof of a building. These are stationary and

Solar heating designs I had in mind all use water but one. The

not on any sort of mechanism to change angles which could improve efficiency and total energy collected. The grid

issue in Wisconsin, just as other states, has a season where

is a repetitious pattern and each panel has the same max output to make power management easier to control.

water freezes. So any outside contraption using water would
either have to be heated or completely insulated from the

This is a simple diagram of how most contraptions are designed to use heat from the sun. The problem here is that

external environment (which would mean no heat from sun

the pipes being filled with water won’t work in a number of areas that have a season where water freezes. If the

causing it to be pointless). However, it can be better used if the

water froze in this system, it’d break a pipe. The solution is to use a separate fluid and then another system for

water system was insulated and using a separate system of a

water or way to pull the heat from that fluid, but this shows how complicated it can get and the efficiency will

fluid that can handle such temperatures without freezing, but it

already be lower from having to overcome the colder temperatures to begin with.

still stands that the efficiency would further drop. The project
the doesn’t use water is just to heat food outside, though this is
already done, it is usually only done in summer and the idea of
a “solar grill” takes up a large amount of space for what it’s
used for.
CURRENT DESIGNS TO TRY:
Despite the flaws and challenges in the designs and usage of these methods, I’m still inspired for just two of my
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current concepts. First, a portable folding solar grill that is meant for camping trips and can be tucked under a seat

Planetfacts.org – information on the sun’s energy.

provided that the “pan” or cooking platform is not considered/included. Second, a miniature “solar power plant”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polycrystalline_silicon
- For information on solar cells.
Google – On searching websites selling solar grills
Energy and the Environment by Robert Ristinen – The
complications of extracting solar energy.

concept that the typical home can implement, but this is more of a design challenge in using a water system that is
The images above are of solar grills using parabolic dish mirrors. Other types may use parabolic troughs or lens to

separate and powers a mini steam engine to turn a generator. The fluid heating the water and steam would have to

cook food. Another use was melting metal with these methods.

be separate instead of direct heat to the water in order to account for different regions. As fun as this would be, I see
many complications to both and so I intend to try the solar grill design first.

